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Abstract 

This paper presents an algorithm for dlscovermg ex- 
ceptional knowledge from databases. Exceptional 
knowledge, which is defined as an exception to a gen- 
eral fact, exhibits unexpectedness and is sometimes 
extremely useful in spite of its obscurity Previous dis- 
covery approaches for this type of knowledge employ 
either background knowledge or domain-specific crite- 
riafor evaluatmg the possible usefulness, i.e. the inter- 
estingness of the knowledge extracted from a database 
It has been pointed out, however, that these ap- 
proaches are prone to overlook useful knowledge. 
In order to circumvent these difficulties, we propose 
an information-theoretic approach in which we obtain 
exceptional knowledge associated with general knowl- 
edge in the form of a rule pair usmg a depth-first 
search method. The product of the ACES (Average 
Compressed Entropies) of the rule pair is introduced 
as the criterion for evaluating the interestingness of 
exceptional knowledge. The inefficiency of depth-first 
search is alleviated by a branch-and-bound method, 
which exploits the upper-bound for the product of the 
ACES. MEPRO, which is a knowledge discovery sys- 
tem based on our approach, has been validated us- 
ing the benchmark databases m the machme learning 
community. 

Introduction 
Recently, databases have grown remarkably both in 
size and in number. Consequently, increasing attention 
has been paid to the automatic extraction of knowledge 
from them, i.e. Knowledge Discovery in Databases 
(KDD) (Frawley et al. 1991). In KDD, the discovered 
knowledge can be classified into two categories: gen- 
eral knowledge, which holds for numerous examples, 
and exceptional knowledge, which represents an excep- 
tion to general ‘knowledge. For instance, ‘<a jumbo jet 
is a safe means of transportation” is a piece of general 
knowledge, while “a jumbo jet which does not satisfy 
condition X is a dangerous means of transportation” 
is a piece of exceptional knowledge. 

Although exceptional knowledge is often overlooked, 
it represents a different fact from general knowledge 
and can be extremely useful. Among the approaches 
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for discovering such useful exceptional knowledge, 
w~_fl-kg~own nvstemn inrlnrle F‘.)r_PLQB_-A- (Hnnrhlm & -JI” ----I _---- --- \--------- 
Klijsgen 1991), which employs background knowl- 
edge for evaluating the knowledge extracted from a 
database, and KEFIR (Piatetsky-Shapiro & Matheus 
1994) which employs domain-specific criteria. 

Since a huge amount of knowledge can be embed- 
ded in a database, the discrimination of possibly use- 
ful or interesting knowledge is one of the most im- 
portant topics in the KDD community. Especially 
in the case of discovering exceptional knowledge hid- 
den in databases, the most crucial problem is to de- 
fine appropriate criteria for evaluating the interesting- 
ness of the extracted knowledge (Piatetsky-Shapiro & 
Matheus 1994). A s d escribed above, previous criteria 
either require background knowledge or are inherently 
domain-specific. However, the use of such background 
knowledge can in fact hinder the discovery of interest- 
ing knowledge (Frawley et al. 1991). Furthermore, it 
is difficult to find such criteria in some domains. 

In order to circumvent these difficulties, we propose 
a novel approach which employs neither background 
knowledge nor domain-specific criteria. 

Let an example e, be a description about an object 
stored in a database in the form of a record, then a 
database contains n examples er , ez, . *. , e,. An exam- 
ple e, is represented by a tuple < a,r, u,s, .. . , a,, > 
where a,~, Q, -4 . , a,, are values for m discrete at- 
tributes. 

Consider the problem of finding Ii’ pieces of knowl- 
edge {~I,Q,*--, TK}. We can view a piece of knowl- 
edge T, to be discovered from a database as represented 
by a rule pair r(p, Y): 

(1) 

whereY~=y~Ay2A...Ayl,,Z,=zlAz2A~..Az,. 
Here, CC, z’, y,, and z, are atoms, each of which is 
an event representing, in propositional form, a single 
value assignment to an attribute. Atoms x and x’ have 
the same attribute but different values. 
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Since an if-then rule in equation (1) represents corre- 
lation or causality between its premise and conclusion, 
every rule pair is assumed to satisfy the following in- 
equalities 

P(ZIYfi) > P(X), P(X’IY@ A ZV) > P(X’), (2) 

where Yp =y1Ay2A**+Ay ,Z”=Z~Az:!A*~~AZy. 
A rule pair of equation (1 r can be interpreted as “if 

Yp then x, but if Yp and Z, then 2”‘. Since the event 
Yp occurs more frequently than Y,, A Z,, the rule Yp ---f 
x represents a piece of general knowledge, and is thus 
called a general rule. On the other hand, the rule Yp~ 
Z, + z’ represents the associated piece of exceptional 
knowledge, and is thus called an exceptional rule. 

ACEP: average compressed entropy 
product 

From the point of view of information theory, the rule 
Yp + x indicates that each of the np(z, Yp) examples 
has a code length of -logzp(zlY~), which is smaller 
than the original length, -log, p(x), and each of the 
np@, Yp) examples, a code length of - log,p(~lY,) 
instead of -log, p(z). The use of the reduced code 
length, or the compressed entropy, allows us to mea- 
sure the information content 0i an ii-then rule quanti- 
tatively. The entropy per example compressed by the 
rule, ACE(x, Yp), which is called the Average Com- 
pressed Entropy (ACE), is given as follows. 

PMW ACE(s, Yp) q p(z, Yp) log2 - 
P(X) 

-tP(% %) log, 
Pw-/J @) p@) 

A rule of large information content is useful in the 
sense that it gives a compact representation for data 
stored in a database. Since ACE is a measure for the 
information content of a rule, it can be considered 
as a function for the usefulness of the rule. There- 
fore, the interestingness of a rule extracted from a 
database is evaluated by its ACE. Since ACE increases 
monotonously as p(2) decreases, as p(~lY~) increases, 
or as p(x, Yp) increases, it can be also viewed as a uni- 
fied criterion for evaluating the unexpectedness, stabil- 
ity, and generality of a rule. Actually, Smyth (Smyth 
& Goodman 1991) showed various desirable properties 
of ACE as a criterion for evaluating the interestingness 
of an if-then rule extracted from a database. 

However, an exceptional rule Yfl A Z, ---f x’, whose 
ACE is high, may not be “interesting” if the ACE 
of the associated general rule Yp --+ x is extremely 
iv;;; Th,t :, th, :,+*,z%,c:,-.e~, A *v.-,,t:,,,1 . .LIIcb” 1s) IrllG ILLLacz~cI~“III~LIcI~~ “I an b*b~y”I”IIw 

rule depends not only on its ACE but also on the 
ACE of the associated general rule. It is reasonable 
therefore to represent the interestingness of an excep- 
tional rule in terms of both the above ACES. Note 
that interestingtress should increase as the ACES in- 
crease, and decrease when they decrease. Among 

the functions which satisfy these requirements, the 
add-sum ACE(x, Yp) + ACE(x’, Yp A Z,) and product 
ACE(z, Yp) . ACE(x’, Yp A Z,) are considered as the 
simplest formulations. 

Let us analyze the appropriateness of these func- 
tions as evaluation criteria for the interestingness of 
exceptional knowledge. Consider the case in which the 
maximums of both ACES for constant x and x’ occur, 
since we are interested in the rule pairs whose ACES 
are close to their respective maximum values. From 
equation (1) and (2) the following equations (4)+~(6) 
are obtained. 

A’Wx, y/J 

= (a + b)log, 
( 

a+b 1 
a+b+c+d+e+fp(x) 

+(c+d+e+f) 

* log2 
c+d+e+f 1 

a+b+c+d+e+fp(Ej > (4) 

ACE@‘, Yp A Z,) 

( C 1 = c 1% a + c + e p(d) ) 

+(a + ej log, 
/ 
L 

afe 1 1 
a+c-l-em ) 

where a = P(X& Zvj, b = ~(rc, Yp, z,), c = 
P(x’, YW, Z,), d = P(x’, Y,,z), e = P(X V x’, Yp, Z,), 
adf = p(z v x’, YFI z). Note that the following in- 
equalities hold for these variables. 

a, b, c, 4 e, f 2 0, a + b I P(X), c + d I P(x’), 
e + f 5 p(x V x’) (7) 

A simple calculation shows that both ACE(a,Y,) and 
ACE(x’,Y,, A ZV) are maximized when b = p(x) and 
a = d = e = f = 0. Let U and V be the maximum 
value of ACE(r, Yp) and ACE(x’, Yfi~Z,), respectively. 
From equation (4) and (5), we obtain 

lJ = p(z)logz 
1 

~ + c log, 
( 

1 
P(S) + c i&q ’ > 
1 v= - c log2 p(x/) ’ 

where from equation (6) and (7), 

0 I c 5 p(x’), c < p(z). (9) 
A simple calculation shows that the maximum of the 

add-sum U+V for constant x and x’ occurs when either 
ACE(x, Yp) = 0 or ACE(x’, Ypn Zy) s 0. The add-sum 
function, therefore, is inappropriate as a criterion for 
interestingness since its maximum value is dominated 
by one of the ACES. Actually, using this function to 
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determine interestingness in some databases will yield 
results which contain useless knowledge. 

On the other hand, the product U. V can be proved 
to possess no such shortcomings, and thus the product 
of the ACES, Average Compressed Entropy Prod- 
uct (ACEP), can be considered as one of the simplest 
functions appropriate for evaluating the interestingness 
of an exceptional rule. Therefore, the interestingness 
function is defined by the ACEP, ACEP(x,Y,, x’, Zy). 

ACEP(z, Yp, z’, Zy) 
E ACE(x, YJ . ACE(x’, Yp A Zv) (10) 

Discovery Algorithm 
1:~ ~~~~~-_. .,...- ?L ,.... . ..L z-1 -_____ L^- 77 -.,- Consider a alscovery argorirnm wmcn generabes 11 cult: 

pairs, where Ii’ is a user-specified parameter. The gen- 
erated rule pairs are the K most interesting ones in 
the database as defined by ACEP. In the algorithm, a 
discovery task is viewed as a search problem, in which 
a node of a search tree represents a rule pair T(P, V) of 
equation (1). A depth-first search method with maxi- 
mum depth D is employed to traverse this tree. 

Let p = 0 and v = 0 represent the state in which 
the premises of a rule pair T(,u, u) contain no yt or no 
z, respectively, then we define that /L = Y = 0 holds 
in a node of depth l1 and as the depth increases by 
1, an atom is added to the premise of the general or 
exceptional rule. A node of depth 2 is assumed to 
satisfy p = 1 and v = 0; a node of depth 3, p = 
v = 1; and a node of depth I (2 4), p + Y = I - 
1 (p, u 2 1). Th ere f ore, a descendant node represents a 
rule pair T($, v’) where ,u’ 2 p and Y’ 2 Y. According 
to the following theorem, an upper-bound exists for 
the ACEP of this rule pair. 
Theorem 1 Let H(o) E [a/{(1 + a)p(s)}]‘*/{(l + 
@)P(X)], a1 and cr2 satisfy H(ar) > 1 > 
H(cQ.), and ACEP = ACEP(x,Y,j,x’, Z,I). If 
H(P(~‘, Yp, Z,)/P(~, Yp)) < 1 then, 

else 

ACEP 5 P(Xl Yp) log2 
P(Xl Y/J 

P(X, YJ + P(X’, YPl ZV) 

.&) +P(x’,Y,,ZV) 

*log2 ( 
P(X’, Y,, ZV) 

p(x, Y-p) + P(X’, Y/U Z,) 
1 

‘im 
P(X’, Y/U ZV) log2 

In other words, if the upper-bound for the current node 
is lower than ACEPK (the Kth highest ACEP of the 

discovered rule pairs), no rule pair exists whose ACEP 
is higher than ACEPK in its descendant nodes. This 
law tells us that there is no need to expand such descen- 
dant nodes and that these nodes can be safeiy cut off’. 
To alleviate the inevitable inefficiency of depth-first 
search, a Branch-and-Bound Method (BBM) based on 
ACEPK is employed in our approach. 

Application to Databases 
The proposed method was implemented as MEPRO 
(database Miner based on average compressed l&tropy 
PROduct criterion), and tested with data sets from 
several domains, including the voting records database 
(Murphy & Aha 1994). 

‘The voting records database consists 0i voting 
records in a 1984 session of Congress, each piece of data 
corresponding to a particular politician, The class vari- 
able is party affiliation (republican or democrat), and 
the other 16 attributes are yes/no votes on particular 
motions such as Contra-aid and budget cuts. Table 1 
shows the results of asking MEPRO for the 10 best rule 
pairs, where the maximum search depth D is restricted 
to 8. A comma and C in the table represent conjunc- 
tion and the premise of the general rule respectively, 
while the columns xY and Y are the respective actual 
nmnher of ncmrrences of the event I A Y (conclusion __l___l__ -_ _----_- _____ -_ 1--- -. ---. .~ \- ~~~~~~ 
and premise) and Y (premise). 

From table 1, we note that interesting exceptional 
knowledge emerges, confirming that the system is ad- 
equate for the task. According to the second rule 
pair, 91 % of the 253 congressmen who voted “yes” 
to “adoption” were democrats. However, 17 of these 
(who voted “yes” to “physician” and “satellite” in ad- 
dition to “adoption”) were republicans. It is found, 
from this rule pair, that even republicans vote “yes” 
to “adoption”. The premise of this exceptional rule, 
which can be viewed as giving a partial definition of 
these republicans, is highly interesting. 

The maximum depth should be large enough so that 
MEPRO investigates rule pairs whose premises have 
sufficient numbers of atoms. However, in depth-first 
search, the number of rule pairs grows exponentially 
as the depth increases. In this section, we show ex- 
perimental evidence which suggests that BBM is quite 
effective in alleviating such inefficiency. 

Figure 1 shows a plot of the ratio of the number of 
nodes pruned by BBM to the total number of nodes vis- 
ited by depth-first search with depth D. The database 
rhnc~n fnr thic mmlmatinn wzac the= “~~~~p~g” d&&gsea “AL”“V~L L”I “IL&Y Y . uIuuY*vA.L ,. YU “ALI 
The system was run with six different values of D (3, 4, 
4 a a, 8) and three values of IC (10, 50, 100). Note that 
the ratio decreases as Ii’ increases; actually it is 0 if Ii’ 
is equal to or greater than the number of nodes within 
depth D. The figure shows that BBM is more effective 
with a larger depth, e.g. it reduces by more than 80 
% of the number of nodes searched when D = 8. This 
is especially important since we must go deeper in the 
tree to obtain useful exceptional knowledge. 
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= 8’ 

HS”k Rl.1, -.a:.. AU-.... LCUlrj pa -I,- .I\ ACb _ ??-- 

1 adoptron=yes ---f physlcranzno 
p\.c/r j p(x) xc‘y’ Y ‘71 AChP 

0.87 0.57 219 253 0.175 --___ 
C, party=rep + physician=yes 1.00 0.41 22 22 0.066 U.Ul15 

2 adoptlon=yes --f party=demo 0.91 0.61 231 253 C, physician=yes, satellite=yes + partyzrep 0.195 1.00 0.39 17 17 0.054 0.0105 

3 satellite=yes + physicianzno 0.82 0.57 197 239 0.118 C, party=rep + physician=yes 0.95 0.41 37 39 0.088 0.0104 

4 party=demo -+ salvador=no 0.75 0.48 200 267 0.135 n n.,_. C,nicaraguan=no,crime=yes + salvadorzyes 0.97 0.49 37 38 0.075 “.“I”1 

5 crime=yes + partyzrep 0.64 0.39 158 248 0.105 --_-_ 
C, physicianzno + partyzdemo - 0.97 0.61 74 76 0.095 U.UlUl 

adoptionzye; s -+ party=demo 0.91 0.61 231 253 0.195 
C, physician=yes, synfuels=no, south-afrrcazyes + partyzrep 

1 .oo 0.39 16 16 0,050 0.0099 

salvador=yes -+ partyzrep 0.74 0.39 157 212 0.182 n nnno 7 
C, physrcran=no --* party=demo 0.98 0.61 41 42 0.054 “.““Yb 

8 crime=yes --f salvadorzyes 0.78 0.49 194 248 0.151 
C,physician=no, satellitezyes, nicaraguanEyes -+ salvadorzno 

o ,,ooV 
0.95 0.48 35 37 O.fl64 “.“uJ’ 

9 nicaraguanzy ‘es --+ pa!rty=demo 0.90 0.61 218 242 0.169 C, physicianzyes, synfuelszno + partyzrep 1 .oo 0.39 18 18 0.057 0.0096 

10 satelhtezyes -+ partyzdemo 0.84 0.61 200 239 0.094 C, physiclanzyes, salvadorzyes + party=rep 1.00 0.39 32 32 0.100 0.0095 

Table 1: The 10 best rule pairs from the voting records database. 

06 

Figure 1: Performance of BBM with varying depth D 
and number of target rule pairs I<. 

Conclusion 
This paper has described an approach for finding ex- 
ceptional knowledge using the criterion ACEP (Aver- 
age Compressed Entropy Product), which requires nei- 
ther pre-supplied background knowledge nor domain- 
specific criteria. Consequently, our KDD system ME- 
PRO is immune from the problem of overlooking use- 
ful knowledge inherent in the previous approaches 
which employ either background knowledge or domain- 
specific criteria. Moreover, we have derived the upper- 
bound for ACEP and used this in a BBM (Branch-and- 
Bound Method) to improve search efficiency without 
altering the discovery results. 

benchmark databases in the machine learning com- 
munity. Experimental results show that our system 
is promising for the efficient discovery of interesting 
exceptional knowledge. MEPRO is effective in excep- 
tional knowledge discovery in databases where it is dif- 
ficult to obtain background knowledge a priori. More- 
over, it would discover unknown and useful exceptional 
knowledge in databases where such knowledge is left 
undiscovered due to the unpredictable misuse of user- 
supplied background knowledge. 
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